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Abstra t

We show that ore-sets do not exist for the problem of 2-slabs in IR3 , thus demonstrating that the natural approa h for solving approximately this problem eÆ iently
is infeasible. On the positive side, for a point set P in IR3 , we des ribe a near linear
time algorithm for omputing a (1 + ")-approximation to the minimum width 2-slab
over of P . This is a rst step in providing an eÆ ient approximation algorithm for
the problem of overing a point set with k-slabs.
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Introdu tion

Geometri optimization in low dimensions is an important problem in omputational geometry [AS98℄. One of the entral problems is to ompute the shape best tting a given point
set, where the shape is restri ted to belong to a ertain family of shapes parameterized by
a few parameters, while minimizing a ertain quantity of the shape. For example, overing
a point set P with minimum width slab, where a
is the region en losed between two
parallel hyperplanes and the width of the slab is the distan e between the two hyperplanes
(i.e., this is equivalent to omputing the width of P ). Problems falling under this framework in lude omputing the width and diameter of the point set, overing a point set with
minimum volume bounding box, overing with minimum volume ellipsoid, overing with
minimum width annulus, and a lot of other problems.
While some of those problems have exa t fast solution, at least in low dimension, most of
them an be solved only with algorithms that have running time exponential in the number
of parameters de ning the shape. For example,d the fastest algorithm for omputing the
minimum width slab that overs a point set in IR runs in nO(d) time.
It is thus natural to look for an eÆ ient approximation algorithms for those problems.
Here, one spe i es an approximation parameter " > 0, and one wish to nd a shape whi h
is (1+ ")-approximation to the optimal shape, see [BE97℄. For the 1-slab width problem, we
wish to nd a slab S that overs a point set P , su h that width(S )  (1 + ")widthopt(P; 1),
where widthopt(P; 1) is the minimum width of a slab overing P .
slab
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In re ent years, there was a lot resear h done on those and similar problems (see [AAS97,
AS96, AST94, EFNN89, EGS86, GLRS98, LL91, MSY97, PS85, Riv79, RLW91, RZ92, SY95,
SJ99, YC97, Cha02, AAHS00℄ and referen es therein) and urrently most of them an be
solved in O(n + 1=" ) time [HV01℄, where is a onstant that depends on the problem at
hand.
The problem be omes notably harder when one wish to perform lustering of the point
set. Namely, over the point set by k shapes (k is an integer onstant larger than one),
while simultaneously minimizing a global parameter of those shapes. For example, the kslab problem ask to over the point set by k slabs (S1; : : : ; Sk ) of minimum width, where the
width of (S1; : : : ; Sk ) is maxki=1 width(Si). Problems falling under this ategory with eÆ ient
approximation algorithm in lude the k- enter problem [Gon85, AP02℄, and the k- ylinder
problem [APV02℄ (here we want to over the point-set with k ylinders of minimum radius).
It is known that in high dimensions, the exa t problem is NP-Complete [Meg90℄ even for
overing the point set by a single ylinder, and there is no FPTAS for this problem [HV03℄.
For the problem of overing the point set with k ylinders of minimum maximum radius,
it is known that the problem is NP-Complete even in three dimensions if k is part of the
input [MT82℄, and it an not be approximated in polynomial time unless P = NP . The
urrently fastest approximation algorithm known in high dimensions [BC02, HV02b℄, runs
in nO(poly(k;1=")) time, where poly() is a polynomial of onstant degree independent of the
dimension. On the other hand, if we are interested in nding a single minimum radius m- at
overing the given point set, this an be "-approximated in O(nd) time [HV02a℄ (here the
onstant in the O depends exponentially on 1="), where an m- at is a m-dimensional aÆne
subspa e.
In the k
, we wish to over the point set with k slabs of minimum width (i.e.,
we wish to nd k aÆne subspa es ea h of dimension d 1, su h that the maximum distan e
of any point of the input to its losest subspa e is minimized). At rst, this problem might
look somewhat arti ial. However, it is related to proje tive lustering in high dimensions.
In the proje tive lustering problem, we are looking for a over of the points by k mats that have small radius. Su h a proje tive lustering implies that the point set an be
indexed as k point sets ea h of them being only m-dimensional. This is a onsiderable saving
when the dimension is very large, as most eÆ ient indexing stru tures have exponential
dependen y on the dimension. Thus, nding su h a over might result in a substantial
performan e improvements for various database appli ations. Furthermore, a lot of other
lustering problems, that urrently it is unknown how to solve them eÆ iently, an be redu ed
to this problem or its dual. In parti ular, problems of overing a point set with: (i) k rings
with minimum max width, (ii) k bounding boxes of minimum maximum volume, (iii) k
ylindri al shells of minimum maximum radius, and others all fall into this framework (see
[HV01℄ for the details of the redu tion of those problems into this problem).
This and the more general problem of nding eÆ ient approximation algorithm for the
minimum radius k m- at problem are still relatively open (both in low and high dimensions).
The most natural approa h to atta k this problem is to try and use ore-sets. Those are
small subsets of the input, su h that if we solve the problem on those subsets, this yield an
eÆ ient solution for the original problem. Core-sets had re ently proved to be very useful
in solving several lustering problems, both in low dimensions [HV01, APV02℄, and high
dimensions [BHI02, BC02, KMY03, HV02a℄. The surprising fa ts known about ore-sets is
-slab problem
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that rst their size is sometime dimension independent [BHI02℄, and they are small even
in the presen e of outliers [HW02℄. (Note however, that the notion of ore-sets in highdimensions is slightly weaker.) Interestingly, in low-dimensions, the existen e of ore-sets
immediately implies an eÆ ient approximation algorithm for the problem at hand [APV02℄.
Surprisingly, we show in Se tion 2, that there is no su h ore-sets for the 2-slab problem.
Namely, any subset of the input that provides a good estimate of the width of the overage
of the points by two slabs, for all possible 2-slabs, must ontain (almost) the whole point
set. Thus, showing that solving this problem eÆ iently would require a di erent approa h.
The simpli ity of our ounterexample might be misleading, as it is very natural to onje ture
that su h ore-sets exists onsidering the urrent known results about ore-sets.
On the positive size, in Se tion 3, we make a rst step in the dire tion of nding an
eÆ ient algorithm for this problem, and solve a spe ial ase whi h still has no eÆ ient
approximation algorithm and does not have a ore-set; namely, the 2-slab problem in three
dimensions. Formally, given a set P of n points in three dimensions, and a parameter " > 0,
the algorithm ompute, in near linear time, a over of P by two slabs, where the width of
the solution is at most (1 + ")widthopt (P; 2), where widthopt(P; 2) denotes the width of the
optimal (i.e., minimum) over of P by two slabs.
A natural appli ation of our algorithm
is for edge dete tion in surfa e re onstru tion.
3
Indeed, given a set of points in IR sampled from a region of a model that orresponds
to an edge, the edge an be dete ted by best tting the given points with two planes, that
orresponds to the two fa es adja ent to the edge. One need to slightly modify our algorithm
to deploy it for this ase.
The paper is organized as follows: In Se tion 2 we pre isely de ne the notion of additive
and multipli ative ore-sets, and prove that no small ore-sets exists for the 2-slab problem.
As an additional result, we show that there exists a multipli ative ore-set for the k- enter
problem. In Se tion 3, we present a a near linear time approximation algorithm for the
2-slab problem in three dimensions. Con luding remarks are given in Se tion 4.
2

When Core-sets Do Not Exists

2.1 De nitions

Given a set P of n obje ts (usually points) in IRd , we are interested in the
shape tting problem, of nding the best shape that belongs to a ertain family of shapes
F that mat hes P . For example, the smallest ball that en loses the points of P . The
radius(P ) measures the \size" quality of this tting. Thus, for the ase of a ball, it
is the radius of the smallest ball that overs P .
In the lustering problem, we are provided with an additional parameter k, and we are
interested in nding the best lustering of P into k lusters. Namely, we would like to
partition P into k sets, su h that the overall pri e of the lustering is minimize. Formally,
we are interested in minimizing
rdk (P ) = (P ;:::;Pmin
max radius(Pi);
k )2PW (P;k ) i
De nition 2.1

pri e

fun tion

1

3

n

o

where PW (P; k) = (P1 ; : : : ; Pk ) [iPi = P; Pi \ Pj = ;; for i 6= j is the set of all partitions of P into k sets.
For example, we would like to over P by k balls, su h that the radius of maximum radius
ball is minimized. This problem is known as k
. The
, in this
ase, rdk (P ) is the radius of the maximum radius ball in the optimal solution.
De nition 2.2 Let P be a point set in IRd , 1=2 > " > 0 a parameter, and rdk (P ) be a
lustering target fun tion.
A set Q  P is an (additive) "
of P , in relation to a pri e fun tion f , if for any
lustering C of Q, we have that P is overed by C ("f (C )). Here
- enter

lustering

pri e fun tion

- ore-set

n

o

C (Æ) = (Æ) 2 C ;

is the additive expansion operator, where (Æ) is the luster resulting from expanding ea h
luster by Æ = "f (C ) = " max 2C radius( ). Namely, we expand every luster in the lustering
by an "-fra tion of the size of the largest luster in the lustering.
A set Q  P is a
"
of P , in relation to f , if for any lustering C of
Q, we have that P is overed by (1 + ")C . Here
multipli ative

- ore-set

n

(1 + ")C = (1 + ")

o

2C ;

is the multipli ative expansion operator, where (1+") is the luster resulting from expanding
by a fa tor of (1 + "). Namely, we expand every luster by a fra tion.
Note, that "-multipli ative ore-sets are by de nition also "-additive ore-sets.
Remark 2.3 Let C be a given lustering, and apply to it a onstant length sequen e of
Æ -expansion operations, either additive or multipli ative. Let C 0 be the resulting lustering.
It is easy to verify that there exists a onstant , su h that the lustering D resulting from
Æ -additive expansion of C , is larger than C . Namely, all the lusters of C 0 are ontained
inside the orresponding lusters of D.
Thus, we an simulate any sequen e of expansion operations, by a single additive expansion.
2.2 On multipli ative ore-sets
2.2.1 Core-sets for k- enter lustering
The k- enter problem, is NP-Complete, and an approximated up to a fa

time [Har01℄.

tor of two in linear

Lemma 2.4 Let P be a set of n points in IRd , and " > 0 a parameter. There
d
additive "- ore-set for the k - enter problem, and this ore-set has O (k=" ) points.

exists an

Let C denote the optimal lustering of P . Cover ea h ball of C by a grid of side
length "ropt=d, where ropt is the radius of the optimal k- enter lustering of P . From ea h
Proof:
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su h grid ell, pi k one points of P . Clearly, the resulting point set Q is of size O(k="d) and
it is an additive ore-set of P .
The following is a minor extension of an argument used in [APV02℄.
Lemma 2.5
P
n
IRd
">0

"
k
O (k + 1)!="d(k+1)
Let

multipli ative

be a set of

- ore-set for the

points in

, and

- enter problem, and this

a parameter.

There exists a

ore-set has

points.

For k = 1, the additive ore-set of P is also a multipli ative ore-set.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we over the point-set by a grid of radius "ropt=(5d), let
SQ the set of ubes of this grid whi h ontains points of P . Clearly, jSQj = O(k="d).
Let Q be the additive "- ore-set of P . Let C be any k- lustering of Q, and let  be any
square of SQ.
If  interse ts all the k balls of C , then one of them must be of radius at least (1
"=2)rd(P; k). Let be this ball. Clearly, when we expand by a fa tor of (1 + ") it would
ompletely over , and as su h it would also over all the points of  \ P .
Thus, we an assume that  interse ts at most k 1 balls of C . As su h, we an
indu tively ompute an "-multipli ative ore-set of P \ , for k 1 balls. Let Q be this
set, and let Q = [2SQQ [ Q.
Note that jQj = T (k; ") = O(k="d)T (k 1; ") + O(k="d) = O (k + 1)!="d(k+1). Next,
observe that the laim follows from the above argumentation.
Proof:

2.2.2 When multipli ative ore-sets do not exist
Re ently, [APV02℄ proved that an additive "- ore-set exists for the problem of overing a
point-set by k- ylinders. We next show that there is no small multipli ative ore-set for this

problem.

Lemma 2.6 There exists a point set P
P , must be of size at least jP j 2.

in

IR2

, su h that any multipli ative

n

(1=2)

- ore-set of

o

Consider the point set P (U ) = (1=2 2 ) i = 1; : : : ; U , where U is an arbitrary
parameter. Let Q be a (1=2)-+ore-set of P = P (n).
Let Qi = Q \ P (i) and Qi = Q n Qi .
If the set Q does not ontain the point p(i) = (1=2i; 2i), then Qi an be overed by a
horizontal strip h of width  2i 1 that has the x-axis as its lower boundary, and learly+
if we expand h by a fa tor of 3=2 it still will not over p(i). Similarly, we an over Qi
by a verti al strip h+ of width 1=2i+1 that has the y-axis as its left boundary. Again, if we
expand h+ by a fa tor of 3=2, it will still not over p(i). We on lude, that any multipli ative
(1=2)- ore-set for P must in lude all the points p(2); p(3); : : : ; p(n 1).
Thus, no small multipli ative ore-set exists for the problem of overing a point set by
strips.
i; i

Proof:

2.2.3 When small additive ore-sets do not exist
In the following, let P be a set of points in IR3 , whi h we want to

width.
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over by k-slabs of minimum

IR3
(1=2)
P
2
jP j 2
Let P 0 be the two-dimensional point set used in Lemma 2.6. Let P be the threedimensional point set resulting from interpreting any point of P 0 as a point lying on the
plane z = 0. Let Æ = 1=2.
Let C be an additive Æ- ore-set C of P , for the 2-slab problem, and let C 0 be the orresponding subset of P 0. We laim that C 0 is a multipli ative Æ- ore-set of P 0 for the problem
of 2-strips over.
Indeed, let S1; S2 be any two strips that overs C 0 , and assume that S1 is wider than S2 .
And let T1 ; T2 be two slabs in three dimensions,
, su h that S1 = T1 \ h,
and S2 = T2 \ h, where h is the plane z = 0. The existen e of su h two slabs of equal width
an be easily proved, by starting from two slabs T10; T2 whi h are perpendi ular to h, and
their interse tion with h form S1 and S2 , respe tively. Next, rotate the wider slab, T10, su h
that its width go down, while keeping its interse tion with h xed. We stop as soon as the
modi ed T10 has equal width to T2.
Now, additively expanding T1 and T2 orresponds to multipli atively expanding them,
sin e both of them have the same width. By assumption, the Æ-expanded slabs over P , and
as su h, they over P 0. Let V1; V2 be the interse tion of the expanded slabs with h. Clearly, V1
and V2 are just the multipli ative expansion of S1 and S2 by a fa tor of (1+ Æ). Furthermore,
V1; V2 overs the points of P 0. We on lude, that C 0 is a Æ-multipli ative ore-set of P 0, for
the 2-strip problem.
However, sin e Æ = 1=2, and by Lemma 2.6, it follows that jCj = jC 0j  jP j 2.
Note, that Lemma 2.7 implies that there is no hope of solving the k-slab problem using
ore-set te hniques. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the above lemma implies (in the
dual) that one an not use ore-sets for the \dual" (and more useful) problem of stabbing
hyperplanes with segments.
Problem 2.8 (k-extent) Given a set H of n hyperplanes in IRd , and a parameter k, nd a
set of k verti al segments that stabs all the hyperplanes of H, and the length of the longest
segment is minimized.
Lemma 2.9
H
IR3
(1=2)
H
2
jP j 2

Lemma 2.7
for the

There exists a point set

P

in

, su h that any additive

-slab problem, must be of size at least

- ore-set of

,

.

Proof:

of the same width

There exists a set

, for the

3

of planes in

, su h that any additive

-extent problem, must be of size at least

Algorithm for the

- ore-set of

.

2-Slab in 3D

3.1 Preliminaries
De nition 3.1 A
S in IR3 is the lose region en losed between two parallel planes. The
of S is the distan e between those two parallel planes. The plane parallel to the two
boundary planes and with equal distan e to both of them, is the
of S .
De nition 3.2 Given a tuple  = (S1 ; : : : ; Sk ) of k slabs in three dimensions, the width
of ; denoted by width() = width(S1 ; : : : ; Sk ) = maxki=1 width(Si). The k
of a
slab

width

enter

-slab width
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point set P in IR3, is a set of k slabs that overs P and minimizes the width. We denote the
this minimum width by widthopt (P; k).
Lemma 3.3 ([HV01℄)
P n
IR3
">0
SP
widthopt(S; 1)  (1 ")widthopt (P; 1) jS j = O(1="2)
S
O(n + 1="2 )
Lemma 3.4 ([HV01℄)
P n
IR3
"
3
P O((log n)="2 + 1="6 )
P
(1 + ")
P
Fa t 3.5
P n
IR3
P O(n3=2+" )
Given a set

ompute a subset

Furthermore,

of

points in

, and a parameter

, su h that

an be

Given a set
ontains

of

points in

, one

an maintain an

in

Given a set

of

points in

-approximate

time per insertion/deletion.

than the optimal slab that

expe ted time [AS96℄.

.

time.

After ea h insertion/deletion the data-stru ture outputs a slab

at most a fa tor of

an

, and

omputed in

minimum width slab that

, one

, one

an

overs

overing

whi h is wider by

.

ompute the width of

in

To simplify the exposition, we would use the slower quadrati

time

algorithm of [HT88℄.

3.2 De ision Problem

We are given a set P of n points in IR3, a andidate width r, and a parameter " > 0. In this
se tion, we des ribe an algorithm that de ides whether one an over P by two slabs of width
at most r. More pre isely, we des ribe an approximate de ision pro edure for this problem.
Namely, if there is a over of width  r, it outputs a over of width at most  (1 + ")r. If
P an not be overed by two slabs of width (1 + ")r, it outputs that no su h over exists.
Otherwise (in this ase the point-set an not be overed with slabs of width r, but it an be
overed by slabs of width (1 + ")r), it output either of those two answers.
Lemma 3.6
r "
P n
IR3
p; q 2 P
0
(S ; S ) P
p; q
S
S r
S 0  (1 + ")


S0
O n(log3 n="2 + 1="6 )
We assume that p; q lie on the x-axis. Let S ( ) be the slab of width r with its
enter passing through p; q and its enter plane having an angle with the positive dire tion
of the z-axis. Let Pin( ) = S ( ) \ P denote the points of P overed by S ( ), and let
Pout ( ) = P n Pin ( ) denote the points not overed by it.
Using standard sweeping te hniques, we an maintain the sets Pin( ); Pout( ), for 0 
 . This would require O(n) insertion/deletion operations, and would take O(n log n)
time. Thus, to nd the required over, we need to ompute the minimum width over of
Pout ( ), for 0    , as the set Pin ( ) is always overed by a slab of width r (i.e., S ( )).
Using Lemma 3.4, this an be done approximately in O n(log3 n="2 + 1="6) time. Indeed,
let Sout( ) denote the minimum width slab that overs Pout ( ), and  = min width(Sout ( )).
Overall, the algorithm omputes an , su h that width(Sout ( ))  (1 + ").
Given

Then one

an

, the width of
under those

,

pres ribed parameters, a set

ompute a
is

over

of

, and the width of

of

points in

by two slabs, su h that

is

, where

onstraints. The running time of the algorithm is

, and a pair
lie on the

.

enter of

is the minimum width of
.

Proof:

Corollary 3.7 Given r, " pres ribed parameters, and p; q a pair of points in P su h that
kpqk  diam(P )=10. Let (S ; S 0 ) be a 2- over of P , su h that width(S ; S 0 ) = r and p; q lie
on the enter of S . Then, one an ompute a 2- over of P of width at most (1 + ")r . The
3 2
6 .
running time of the algorithm is O n log n=" + 1="
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Dp
u

p

hopt

q

v
Dq

Figure 1: Demonstration of the proof of Lemma 3.9.
De nition 3.8 Given a sphere  in IRd of radius r, a Æ -net of , is a subset U of , su h
that for any x 2 , there exists a point u 2 U su h that kxuk  Æ.
Given  and Æ, one an ompute a Æ-net for  of ardinality O (r=Æ)d 1, in linear time
in the size of the Æ-net.
Lemma 3.9 Given r, " pres ribed parameters, a point set P in IR3 , and two points p; q 2 P
su h that widthopt (P; 2)  r , kpq k  diam(P )=10 and p; q lie in the same slab in the optimal
2-slab over
of P . Then, one an ompute a over of P by two slabs of width  (1 + ")r in

3
O n log n="6 + 1="10 time.

Let Dp; Dq be two spheres of radius 2r around p; q, respe tively. Spread an
(r"=320)-net over Dp; Dq , and let Np; Nq denote the resulting sets, respe tively. Clearly,
jNpj; jNq j = O(1="2). We laim that there must a pair of slabs (S ; S 0 ) that overs P , su h
that the enter plane of S passes through a pair p0; q0 2 Np [Nq , and width(S ; S 0 )  (1+"=4)r.
0 ), and assume that p; q lie inside the slab
Indeed, onsider the optimal solution (Sopt; Sopt
Sopt . Let hopt be the enter plane of Sopt . Let u; v be the pair of points of Np [ Nq whi h
are furthest away from ea h other, and are in distan e at most (r"=320) from hopt. It is easy
to verify that kuvk  diam(P )=10. Let hu be the plane resulting from translating hopt so it
passes through u.
We next rotate hu so that it passes through v. Formally, let ` be the line in hu that
passes through u and is perpendi ular to uv, and let huv be the plane passing through ` and
v . We laim that width(P \ Sopt ; huv )  (1 + "=2)r. Observe that
Proof:

r"
r"
r"
dist(v; hu)  dist(v; hopt) + 320
 2 320
= 160
:

Note, that the points of P are in distan e at most 2r + diam(P )  3 diam(P ) from `. Thus,
for any point p 2 P inside Sopt, we have
r" r"
P ) r"


dist(
p; hopt ) +
+ 10
dist(p; huv )  dist(p; hu) + 3 diam(
kuvk 320   320

"
r" r" r
+ 10  2 1 + 320
+ 5"  2r 1 + 3" ;
 r=2 + 320
8

sin e kuvk  diam(P )=10. Namely, the slab Suv having huv for its enter and of width
0 ) is a 2- over of P with two (far) points
(1 + "=3)r overs Sopt \ P . In parti ular, (Suv ; Sopt
of Np [ Nq lying on one of its slabs enter.
This immediately yields an eÆ ient algorithm for omputing this over. Indeed, for any
pair of points (a; b) 2 (Np [ Nq )  (Np [ Nq ) of length  diam(P )=10, use the algorithm
of Corollary 3.7 to nd a pair of slabs of width (1 + "=3)(1 + "=3)r  (1 + ")r that overs P and
the enter of the slab passes through a; b, if su h a over exists. This takes
3
O n(log n="6 + 1="10 ) time overall.
Lemma 3.10
r "
P n
IR3
widthopt(3P; 2)  r 
P
 (1 + ")r
O n log n="8 + 1="12
p
Compute two points p; q 2 P su h that kp; qk  diam(P )= 3 in linear time (by
omputing an axis parallel bounding box of P , and pi king two points of P on the two parallel
fa es of the box furtherest away from ea h other). Next, let h be the bise tor plane passing
through the middle of the segment pq and perpendi ular to it. Let Pp = P \ hp; Pq = P \ hq ,
where hp, and hq are the two half spa es de ned by h ontaining p and q, respe tively.
Let Cp; Cq be "=2- ore-sets of size O(1="2) of Pp; Pq , respe tively. By Lemma 3.3, we an
ompute them in O(n + 1="2) time. Now, in the optimal solution (S ; S 0 ), either one of the
pairs of U =(Cp  fqg)[(Cq  fpg) belong to the same slab, or alternatively Cp  S ; Cq  S 0 .
For the prst ase, for ea h pair (a; b) of U (note, that su h a pair has length at least
diam(P )=(2 3)) use the algorithm of Lemma 3.9 to nd a 2-slab over of P with the pair
(a; b) on the enter of one of the slabs of width at most (1+")r. This takes O n(log3 n="8 + 1="12)
time overall.
For the later ase, where Cp  S ; Cq  S 0 , we ompute the minimum width slab Sp
ontaining Cp and the minimum width slab Sq ontaining Cq . This takes O(1="4) time, by
[HT88℄, as jCpj; jCq j = O(1="2). Expanding ea h slab by a fa tor of (1 + ") results in a set
of two slabs that overs P , as Cp; Cq are "- ore-sets of Pp; Pq , respe tively.
This had generated O(1="2) possible andidate solutions. We return the solution with
the minimum width omputed.
Given

,

pres ribed parameters, and a set

, then one

an

ompute a

over of

of

points in

, su h that

by two slabs of width

in

time.

Proof:

3.3 A Strongly Polynomial Algorithm

The algorithm of Lemma 3.10 provides immediately a weakly polynomial algorithm that
works by performing a binary sear h for the optimal width on the range [0; diam(P )℄. The resulting algorithm would exe ute the algorithm of Lemma 3.10 O(log(diam(P )=(widthopt(P; 2)")))
times. In pra ti e, this might be quite a eptable, although it is only weakly polynomial.
In this se tion, we present a
polynomial algorithm for approximating the 2-slab
width. We observe, that it is enough to ompute a -approximation w to the 2-slab over to
P , where > 1 is a onstant. Indeed, on e we have su h an approximation, one an ompute
a better approximation using a binary sear h over the range [w= ; w℄.

Lemma 3.11
p; q
P
O n log4 n 2
(S ; S 0 ) P
w
p; q
S
w
2
strongly

Let

over

of

be a pair of points of

of width

approximation to the optimal

, su h that
-slab

.

One

lie on the

over under this

9

an

ompute in

enter of

ondition.

, and

a

is

-slab

onstant fa tor

Omitted. Will appear in the full-version.
Lemma 3.12
P n
IR3
P

4
O(widthopt (P; 2)) O n log n
Omitted. Will appear in the full-version.
Now, on e we have a onstant fa tor approximation, an (1 + ")-approximation an be
easily performed by doing a binary sear h, and using the de ision pro edure (Lemma 3.10).
This would require O(log1=") alls to the de ision pro edure. We on lude:
3
Theorem 3.13
P n
I
R
 P
 (1 + ")widthopt(P; 2) O n log4 n + n(log3 n="8 + 1="12) log1="
Proof:

Given a set

of width

of

points in

in

, one

an

ompute a

over of

by two slabs

time.

Proof:

Given a set

of width

4

of

points in

, one

in

an

ompute a

over of

by two slabs

time.

on lusions

In this paper, we showed that ore-sets do no exists for the problem of 2-slabs in three
dimensions. The author nd this fa t to be quite bewildering, onsidering the fa t that su h
ore-sets exists for balls and ylinders. This implies that solving the k-slab problem eÆ iently
in low dimensions (i.e., in near linear time) would require developing new te hniques and
algorithms. We took a small and tentative step in this dire tion, providing a near
linear
3
time algorithm for approximating the min-width 2-slab over of a point set in IR .
The main open question for further resear h, is to develop an eÆ ient approximation
algorithms for the k-slab problem in three and higher dimensions, for k > 2. Currently, the
author is unaware of any eÆ ient onstant fa tor approximation algorithm for this problem.
Finally, there seems to be a onne tion between solving the problemd+1of k-slabs in IRd in
the presen e of outliers, and solving the problem of3 k + 1 slabs in IR . (Intuitively and
impre isely, thats what our 2-slab algorithm in IR is doing: It redu es the problem into
the problem of overing a point set in IR2 with a single slab, while making sure that the
points that are not overed an be ignored.) Understanding this onne tion might be a key
in understanding why the k-slab problem seems to be harder than one might expe t.
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